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Bill Clinton (Person A)
Born Monday 19 August 1946 Local Time 08:51 Universal Time 14:51
Hope, Hempstead, Arkansas Long:93W35 Lat:33N40

&
Hillary Clinton (Person B)
Born Sunday 26 October 1947 Local Time 20:00 Universal Time +6:00
Park Ridge, Cook, Illinois Long:87W50 Lat:42N00

Data Check
Above is astrological data for Person A and Person B. Please note who is A and who is B, and then check the Birth
Data is correct. Below are given the Planetary Placements for both Person A and Person B.
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Bill Clinton (Person A)
Born Monday 19 August 1946 Local Time 08:51 Universal Time 14:51
Hope, Hempstead, Arkansas Long:93W35 Lat:33N40
Planetary Placements
Planet/Point
Sun
Moon
Mercury
Venus
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Jupiter
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Pluto
Ascendant
MidHeaven
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Taurus
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20°18'
07°36'
11°07'
06°21'
23°13'
02°08'
21°08'
06°51'
11°51'
05°30'
05°58'

Hillary Clinton (Person B)
Born Sunday 26 October 1947 Local Time 20:00 Universal Time +6:00
Park Ridge, Cook, Illinois Long:87W50 Lat:42N00
Planetary Placements
Planet/Point
Sun
Moon
Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune
Pluto
Ascendant
MidHeaven
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The Inter-Aspects - The Chemistry Between You Both
This Relationship Profile defines and interprets the interactions or INTER-ASPECTS (angular relationships) between
the Planets in one person's birth chart and the Planets in another person's. The interpretations mainly focus upon
emotional/sexual/romantic relationships, but friends, family and business partnerships are also covered. Generally
speaking, the Inter-Aspects reveal how each person makes the other feel, and what each brings to the other by way
of worth, experience and opportunity.
As a rule, a Planet referred to in an Inter-Aspect’s interpretation corresponds to the person whose Planet it is. For
example, with the Inter-Aspect A’s Moon Conjunct(uniting with) B’s Saturn, where it says the Lunar person or the
Moon, it means Person A; when it says the ‘saturnine person’ or just ‘Saturn’, it means Person B. However, there are
often exceptions to this rule because of Interchangeability (see below). For the same reason, each person is
sometimes referred to in terms of the role they are playing in the relationship that corresponds to one of the Planets
involved, but not necessarily the one that is technically theirs.
These Inter-Aspects are divided into four general types:

1. Key Connections
2. Relationship Challenges
3. Relationship Strengths
4. Socio-Cultural Interactions

Also, as you read them, the following should be noted:

‘Close Ones’
Given to the far right of each Inter-Aspect name is a figure (in degrees and minutes of arc) denoting how close that
Inter-Aspect is. Usually, the closer it is to 00°00' the more strongly that Inter-Aspect will influence the relationship as
a whole, whereas the nearer the absolute maximum of 8°00' the weaker will be its effect'. Sometimes, even when the
Inter-Aspect is ‘challenging’ or technically ‘negative’, a Close One that is very close, like less that a degree, can be felt
to be positive simply because the two people ‘fit’ so closely. Whenever an Inter-Aspect is actually classed ‘Close
One’ this is because it forms a tight connection (3 degrees or less). Such interactions compose the core of your
relationship, be it good or bad. As a general but not absolute rule, no less than around a third of all the Inter-Aspects
should be ‘Close Ones’ for a relationship to be called 'close'.

Remember that neither the classification ‘Close One’ nor the ‘degree of closeness figure’ will appear in the
Interpretations in the BOOK because they are strictly to do with the Inter-Aspects between the two people in
question, and as such it will only appear in a whole Profile on-screen, like this, or in the Profile Index, for that
couple.

‘Birth Time Sensitive’
This means the interaction will be technically correct only when the birth times are accurate to within fifteen
minutes. Also, if a birth time is only to within several hours, then any interactions involving the Moon of that person
should be regarded as possibly being unreliable.

Double Whammies (identify these yourself)
When any Inter-Aspect, along with its interpretation, is repeated - because that Inter-Aspect goes both ways, for
example, ‘A's Moon Conjunct (uniting with) B's Pluto’ followed by ‘A's Pluto Conjunct (uniting with) B's Moon’ - then
it affects the relationship very strongly.
Interchangeability (identify this yourself)
With any Inter-Aspect, individuals can swap roles in relationships, due to psychological projection, cultural and
gender roles, individual status and inclination, etc.. That is, Person A can be playing the part of what appears to be
Person B, and vice versa.

The One Golden Rule
No one interaction or Inter-Aspect can make or break a relationship. In a healthy relationship, there is always a
©Horoscope Services Ltd
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strength to deal with a stress or a strain. Through time and love, challenges, if met, can always be overcome.
Needless to say, many relationships do not turn out to be long-lasting or permanent, but they are there for a reason and the Inter-Aspects will tell you what that reason was.

©Horoscope Services Ltd
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The Chemistry Between You Both - Here Follows
Your Relationship Profile…
IMPORTANT

Remember that the name of an Inter-Aspect may be written here the other way around to how it
is given in the BOOK. For example, an Inter-Aspect given here as A’s Saturn Conjunct (uniting
with) B’s Sun jqa will be given in the BOOK as Sun Conjunct (uniting with) Saturn aqj.
Also, the A’s and B’s are not included there because they are individual to the particular
relationship as given on-screen or in an Relationship Profile Index.

1. Key Connections

These are usually the most powerful and dynamic points of interaction between you, but do not be put off if you find
little or none, as other interactions will provide strong connections. They can be either harmonious, difficult or a bit
of both - depending on the Planets involved.

A's Sun Conjunct (uniting with) B's Saturn

04°39'

aqj

A Serious And Important Connection
One of you brightens the dark or doubtful areas of the other's personality or life, while the other gives in return a
sense of purpose and position in life. Negatively however, the second person can resent or suppress what is bright in
the first person, while the first person can make the second person feel (even more) dull or inadequate by
comparison. There is also something rather timely about your coming together; a serious reason for your being
involved. This is not a romantic connection in itself - it could very much be a business relationship - but it is highly
significant. Both of you should become more worldly and responsible as a result of interacting; this may even mark a
first step towards adulthood, parenthood or maturity. As long you both appreciate that one of you provides the light
and confidence, and that the other provides the sense of order and limitation - and you don't allow one to dazzle or
blot out the other - then this can contribute to a very stable and long-lasting, or simply learning, relationship.

A's Ascendant Opposition (confronting) B's Moon Birth Time Sensitive

_ws

06°18'

Emotional Contentedness
Here you really do have what is called an 'emotional relationship'. You have a mutual as well as natural need of one
another, and endure and enjoy the ongoing highs and lows that are part and parcel of your being together. Even if
this is not a marital, sexual or family relationship, you still interact in a quite intimate and familiar fashion. And where
family is concerned, respective family members can be either a great mainstay or quite a burden to your own
emotional harmony. This is a 'love me, love my family' sort of thing. Each of you responds very well to the needs and
expressions of the other; so well in fact, that sometimes one of you knows where the other is emotionally coming
from way before they do. The down side to this though, is that the both of you instinctively 'catch the shadow' of the
other. This means that whatever one of you is unsure of in themselves, they can project it on to the other and blame
them for what is actually their 'stuff'. Yet at the same time, this is the price you may have to pay for being so
dependent on each other for displaying those positive qualities that you each wish you had. Again, this can be seen
in the family sense of one member taking care of a certain area of life, and another member something else.
Traditionally for instance, father brings home the bread, and mother makes the home and looks after the kids. So, in
effect, yours is a symbiotic relationship, to one degree or another. As such it can work very well, and this interaction,
when accompanied by other favourable aspects, really can make one out of the two.

©Horoscope Services Ltd
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The Hot Wire
Ideas, attitudes and discussions are nearly always upfront with the two of you, and rarely left on the back-burner.
This is because your thoughts and desires are like fuel to one another. Naturally enough, this can go in the direction
of energetic and effective communication or outright disagreement or hot debate. A great deal depends here on
what other interactions that you have between the two of you. This can make the difference between feeling pushed
or stimulated by one another, between one or both of you feeling impatient with the other for being all talk and no
action, or enjoying each other as a source of information and a guide to your actions. On a sexual level, this can be a
case of talking about or around it but never doing it, to being quite turned on by sexy ideas or sheer mental force.

A's Mercury Conjunct (uniting with) B's Pluto

dq;

07°14'

Mind Sex
What one of you has to say to the other, or even think about, makes a lasting impression. So be it positive or
negative, expect it to eventually come back to you in some way. Also, the powerful effect of this combination has a
great deal to do with the direction in which such power is expressed. For example, if both of you are involved in
some sort of research or psychological work together, which is quite likely, then the mental power of it is seen to go
outwards into the world and have some kind of effect which you can both monitor and work upon. If, on the other
hand, that probing mentality is aimed at one another, a kind of psychological game of cat and mouse can ensue.
Each or one of you can be intrigued by the insights the other has into your mind and make-up. But at a certain point
this can feel like psychic invasion. So the issue that then arises is one of trust with each other's darkest secrets. Am I
being helped or selfishly manipulated? Do I want to know more and get in deeper - or not? These could be the kind
of questions that one or both of you might find that you're asking. This contact is rather like 'mind sex' because it is
both mentally compelling and threatening; or a therapist/patient relationship where confidentiality and trust are vital.
One of you is most likely to feel 'invaded', and by way of defence will try to dodge or trivialize what they see as the
other's mind-probes. The other can find this reaction despicably superficial, but they should look to their motives for
trying to rip away their opposite number's apparent veil of pretence or cleverness. To a certain extent, or rather by its
very nature, this mutual mind-probing will be unavoidable. When such an exercise is part and parcel of how you
express yourselves to the world, individually or as a partnership, then you can wield a profound influence with great
conviction and sound effect. In any event, this interaction should make you both mentally or psychologically
stronger. Black humour could also be on your mutual mental menu.

A's Venus Conjunct (uniting with) B's Neptune Close One 00°14'

fql

Unconditional Love
You have a very fine feeling flowing between you, and potentially the kind of love that survives many ups and
downs. But 'transcends' might be a more accurate term than 'survives' because this interaction does not necessarily
make for durability in the sense of an everyday, steady but unsensational sort of bond. It is a highly romantic love,
but it can also adjust itself to whatever else is going on around you - and that includes more or less everything. You
are both inclined to go along with whatever happens to you as a couple; even if someone else should come along
and woo one of you away, the other would be inclined to accept this. If there are any more possessive links
between you, then such 'unconditional love' may have to rise to the occasion, identify any illusions, and walk its talk
by bowing out gracefully. A very pure and eternal, even platonic, relationship can be the fate of this interaction.
Whatever the case, this certainly has a quite uplifting influence upon both of you. Creative pursuits, such as music
and dance, or simply artistic appreciation, could very much be a part of your time together.

©Horoscope Services Ltd
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Subtle Sexual Interplay
This interaction can lead you as merry dance - and sometimes not at all merry. In fact, 'dancing' makes a very apt
metaphor for the interaction between these two planets. First, who is leading who? Owing to current gender
confusions and the contemporary styles of dance that reflect them, very few people have a clear idea of this. And in
families too, the hierarchy of leadership is often in disarray. But with this interaction between you, some kind of rule
had better be established or a lot of bruised shins and trodden-on toes will be the result. If yours is a sexual
relationship, the range of shades and preferences is endless. Suffice to say that it can go from the extremely exotic to
the peculiarly dissatisfying, from the intense to the infrequent or non-existent. Back to the dance - what music are
you trying to dance to? This means, what is the theme or philosophy, if any, of your intimate relations? Generally, it
is about sexual refinement, which along the way finds the sensitivity and peculiarities of one of you reacting with
disgust, evasion or confusion to the other's hungry and hard pushing. Resort to artificial stimulants such as drugs or
pornography can also enter the picture. Ideally, the pursuit of some spiritual-sexual discipline such as Tantra or
Taoism is recommended. As far as non-sexual relationships are concerned (or the parts that are not to do with sex)
this interaction makes for a subtle interplay between the two of you which can have many expressions, but probably
the performing arts, healing and yoga are the major ones. In any event, finding a creative and positive way of
channelling physical and psychic energies together in a positive way is the goal to aim for. Without aiming 'high' in
this way, this interaction can sink you quite low with deception, listlessness and frustration.

A's Pluto Conjunct (uniting with) B's Mars Close One 02°24'

;qg

Healing Or Destructive Passion
This is one of the most powerful interactions there is, and as such, can corrupt or heal, transform or destroy. It is
most likely that you are intensely and passionately involved in a sexual way, but such energy could also be used for
any pursuit where a superior type of force is utilized, such as martial arts or some dynamic form of healing. In an
emotional relationship, this interaction reaches the parts other interactions can't reach! This means to say that the
intensity of your involvement brings all manner of feelings and desires to the surface, some wonderful, others hard to
handle. A great deal depends upon what is motivating you both, and whether or not there is a higher goal you are
aiming for. If you are simply getting off on the power and intensity merely for the sake of it, you are probably
unwittingly sowing the wind only to find that you have a tornado on your hands. There is also a big brother/little
brother, big sister/little sister, element in your relationship. If such is the case, the 'big' half may try to manipulate or
dominate the 'little' half who, in turn, may be tempted to use fair means or foul to get even. It is when such selfish
interests creep into this relationship that the destructive element is set in motion, and can escalate horribly. Again,
this stresses the importance of having an objective that is regenerative for one or both of you, or someone or
something outside of your relationship. Something quite dark, and even dangerous, can, as I say, be surfaced by your
coming together. If you are not aware of this and of some means of eliminating or transforming such crude emotions,
then you could find yourselves in a sticky situation. Metaphorically, it is as if your relationship is an oil well that draws
the black stuff to the surface, but it has to be processed and refined to render it manageable and useful.

©Horoscope Services Ltd
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A's Ascendant Conjunct (uniting with) B's Neptune Birth Time Sensitive

_ql

05°51'

Psychic Rapport
Because, on first meeting, this interaction allows you both to see through each other's masks, defences or smoke
screens, the subsequent reaction of each of you can vary enormously. A great deal depends upon what it is that each
of you senses within the other person. The chances are that whatever each of you does see will reflect or enhance
some highly sensitive issue of your own. Your individual emotional reactions that follow upon this, are what then
characterize this interaction, rather than what actually happened in the first place. There are usually two extremes
here: one is where a glamorized image or some other smoke-screen is quickly put up in order to protect yourself
from the other person's psychic perception of your inner truth. The other extreme is that a great openness remains,
allowing a wonderful psychic rapport to manifest between the two of you. This psychic rapport causes you to feel as
one, to identify very closely with one another, and to detect at any distance the state of one another. However, it
must be pointed out that it only takes one of you to adopt the first extreme in order, sadly, to preclude or at least
greatly diminish the second one. And even when the second extreme has been maintained by one of you, the
psychic defence screen erected by the other person could eventually become actually offensive, which would cause
the 'open' person to close down defensively too. The outcome here is then a 'psychic war' of projected and imagined
fears, which can be quite sapping, physically and emotionally, to both of you. Generally speaking, because most
people are not yet prepared to see clearly their inner truth as distinct from their outer display, the remedy to the
negative expression of this interaction is not very acceptable. All the same, here it is. If you are experiencing the
negative expression, cast your minds back to when you first met, and visualize slowly and closely what actually
transpired at that time. If you can do this, without defensively reacting again, you will gain a great insight into the
truth of who you both are, as individuals and to one another. This interaction reminds me of the Mayan greeting 'In
lak'ech' which means 'I am another (like) yourself'. One way or the other this interaction will bring you both an insight
into spiritual reality or the mystery of being. How you respond to this determines whether you experience it as
fascination or confusion, identification or alienation, love or hate - or a strange combination of some or all of these.

2. Relationship Challenges
These are the interactions that are most likely to produce friction and disagreement - some more than others as the
interpretations point out. In fact, they often explain why you were attracted in the first place because they define
the deeper reasons for your coming together in that they force both of you to become more self-aware and improve
your relating skills or ability to love and be loved. Too many of these Challenges however (in comparison to the
Relationship Strengths below) can make it unacceptably uphill and lead to separation. But it would still have the
potential for self-growth.

A's Sun Square (challenging) B's Mercury

04°40'

ard

Cross Purposes
The two of you often talk or think at cross-purposes, so arranging day-to-day activities can prove to be irritatingly
difficult. Another reason for this may be that the one person's daily schedule does not fit the other's plans. All of these
little annoyances can build up to being a sizeable problem. It is well known, that good communication is one of the
most important elements of a successful relationship - and, to varying degrees this aspect denies you this. To
complicate matters, one of you may view the other as intellectually inferior and disorganized, whereas that person
thinks the other pompous and overbearing. Sometimes these roles could become reversed. The truth is that you are
both shedding light on the affairs of the other, but sometimes in a too-too clever or caustic fashion for it to be
appreciated. It would best be viewed as both of you revealing not only shortcomings but positive avenues that could
be taken to improve your minds and lives generally and your working lives in particular. But a superior stance taken
by one of you can make the other defensive, and so they do not benefit from their 'light', such as it is, by not taking
the other seriously. This can even reach a point where one of you sees the other merely as a figure of fun, which
causes that person to look down on them even more. If the one or both of you could learn to be more noble and
less conceited it would pre-empt such a defensive reaction.

©Horoscope Services Ltd
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Cross Purposes
The two of you often talk or think at cross-purposes, so arranging day-to-day activities can prove to be irritatingly
difficult. Another reason for this may be that the one person's daily schedule does not fit the other's plans. All of these
little annoyances can build up to being a sizeable problem. It is well known, that good communication is one of the
most important elements of a successful relationship - and, to varying degrees this aspect denies you this. To
complicate matters, one of you may view the other as intellectually inferior and disorganized, whereas that person
thinks the other pompous and overbearing. Sometimes these roles could become reversed. The truth is that you are
both shedding light on the affairs of the other, but sometimes in a too-too clever or caustic fashion for it to be
appreciated. It would best be viewed as both of you revealing not only shortcomings but also positive avenues that
could be taken to improve your minds and lives generally and your working lives in particular. But a superior stance
taken by one of you can make the other defensive, and so they do not benefit from their 'light', such as it is, by not
taking the other seriously. This can even reach a point where one of you sees the other merely as a figure of fun,
which causes that person to look down on them even more. If the one or both of you could learn to be more noble
and less conceited it would pre-empt such a defensive reaction.

A's Sun Square (challenging) B's Jupiter

04°36'

arh

A Question Of Morals
The beliefs and philosophy of one or both of you either get in the way of each of you freely expressing yourselves or
make you want continually to get the better of each other. At the same time, you both encourage each other's
excesses, wasting quite a lot of energy and time as you do so. Your relationship can eventually take on a 'believers
versus infidels' quality as you progressively mount one 'holy crusade' after another against each other. It has to be said
that you can have quite a lot of fun and horseplay together, but will also regularly fall out with each other. Each of
you just has to be right all the time, and so a true intimacy is not made possible, at least, not by this interaction.
Distance and travel can also be a part of this interaction that brings adventure, but it exacerbates, or simply
externalizes, differences in philosophy or cultural outlook. Your conflicting egos and beliefs drive formidable wedges
between you. This aspect of your relationship is quite 'male', which tends, on its own account, to exclude the
presence of sympathy and tolerance.

A's Saturn Square (challenging) B's Sun Close One 00°40'

jra

Two Rulers
You are inclined to trigger each other's doubts and defences - so this can prove a difficult aspect to your relationship.
It is rather as if one of you is the 'monarch' and the other is 'president/prime minister'. You both have or want a sense
of power and position, and feel that the other threatens it in some way. The 'monarch' is brighter and more outgoing
in the use and expression of themselves and their way of life. The 'president' is more conservative, traditional, and
toes some sort of party line. Possibly the common ground that you do have is one or each of you wishing to maintain
your individual integrity. And so it would be fruitful to earn each other's respect through showing that you both stick
to your principles - even though they are very different - and defer to the other if they have honourably proved their
point. All this will take time, which poses the necessity of there being a commitment to a duty that goes beyond your
ego conflict - like being parents, for example. Basically, a balance needs to be struck between the 'monarch's'
expansive and generous nature, and the 'president's' restraining and cautious one. You both have an important
contribution to make to whatever is the substance of your relationship, but the 'monarch' is being forced to learn that
restrictions can have great value, and the 'president' to trust that matters will unfold creatively and should not be
controlled too much. Failing to understand these apparently opposing laws of good 'government' can cause one or
both of you, or the relationship itself, to fall from grace.
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A's Moon Opposition (confronting) B's Mercury Close One 01°00'

swd

Fingertips In The Dark
Because you approach one another from very different perspectives there is the strong likelihood of mutual
misunderstanding. It is a bit like trying to connect with each other's fingertips in the dark. In effect, one of you uses a
rational, intellectual approach whereas the other is needing or expecting an emotional or sympathetic one, and vice
versa, with first person, the 'thinker' not being able to identify what the other's pitch is. Consequently, the 'thinker'
perceives the other, the 'feeler', to be vague or moody, while the 'feeler' can experience the 'thinker' as unfeeling or
critical. As is usual, this interaction will not be operating all the time, especially if there are more positive interactions
between you, but it can tend to kick in at those times when your opposing expectations give rise to getting the wrong
end of the stick at the crucial moment. Eventually, such perennial 'misconnections' can render untenable an ongoing,
everyday relationship. In small or occasional doses though, this interaction can be quite stimulating or amusing.

A's Moon Opposition (confronting) B's Venus

03°27'

swf

Just Good Friends?
Here you have a soft and tender attraction for each other, but it has an inclination to find you not quite knowing
who's supposed to make a move towards anything more dynamic than simply liking and feeling affectionate towards
one another. If, because of a more intense feeling between you, things become more intimate, this interaction can
cause one of you to want to back out. If you are both fairly emotionally aware, then you will probably both realize
you were mistaken in your intentions. If not however, in the same way that making that move initially towards one
another was awkward, it can be equally awkward trying to pull apart, which in turn can wind up with one of you
feeling upset and unwanted. Underlying all of this is the probability that one of you is motivated by security needs,
but the other by pleasure or social ones. Another expression of this combination of such conflicting needs is that you
both become rather indulgent and hedonistic, maybe by way of compensation. When all is said and done, this
interaction has really only the makings of 'just good friends', and very sociable and lively ones at that!

A's Moon Square (challenging) B's Mars

srg

06°02'

Fire And Water
If in close proximity for any length of time, you will bring out the worst in each other: in the one of you, oversensitivity born of childhood and past experiences; in the other, residual anger and desire to get and act in spite of
circumstances. It could well cut both ways. If you are contemplating getting together for a protracted period, be
warned and give yourselves a trial period with 'get-out clauses' - or just back off altogether. Barbed remarks and
acutely hurt feelings having already arisen would be a danger sign here. If you are already in such a situation it is
because your respective unconscious minds deemed it necessary. This means that you both had to become more
aware of your emotional fears and impulses, and these very things drew you together. So it is a case of the fat being
in the fire. Ideally, and put simply, one of you probably needs to toughen up a bit and not be so phased by the slings
and arrows of emotional life - or alternatively, not be so comfy or complacent. Equally, the other person had better
get in touch with their anger and the reasons for it in some way other than using their partner as a punch-bag. Again,
these roles could alternate. Both of you, if you value your relationship or yourselves at all, may well need to seek
professional help in dealing with your respective emotional difficulties. Two hurt children are only too able to hurt
one another - and other children, perhaps your own.
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Of 'Heat' And 'Kitchen'
In a non-domestic relationship, or one where you are not with one another day-in-day-out, this interaction adds a
frisson of emotional tension, which gives the relationship a charge of emotional reality - a bit like a live chat show.
However, if yours is a live-in, family or working relationship - then you're in for a rough ride. One of you is always
hitting, deliberately or inadvertently, the other's tender spots. They see them as too soft and emotionally motivated.
They want action, the other needs comfort. But psychological projection is particularly rife here, for the 'active' one is
hitting out at the 'passive' one as they see in them their own dependency and vulnerability. And the 'passive' one
would love to be as spontaneous and forceful as their opposite number, but they dare not be, and so justify this by
seeing them as insensitive. Unconscious motivations are the main theme here. Because of this, there is liable to be a
strong sexual attraction, but this can too often be the interpretation or expression you both give this interaction at the
outset. In other words, you are drawn to one another for reasons of unconscious programmes in each of you that set
one another off. But owing to the 'passive' person's inclination to avoid such confrontations, and to the 'active' one's
putting it on someone else, such a 'hot' interaction has to be given a site that is acceptable to you both - sex. So it
should not be so surprising when you find that your passion is a mixed blessing, as it cooks up both delicious and
ghastly dishes. As they say, if you can't stand the heat, then stay out of the kitchen. But once in, you probably won't
be able to get out - at least until you know what's cooking!

A's Moon Square (challenging) B's Saturn Close One 01°02'

srj

Negative Backgrounds Played Out
This is a highly unsympathetic interaction, even though one of you, the 'lunar' person, may at first feel some of the
other, 'saturnine', person's pain. The two of you probably came together for reasons of sex or security - which, when
you think about it, could include a family relationship. But as time goes by it becomes apparent that there is a no-go
area between the two of you - rather like a patch of black ice. If, for some reason or other, you are initially reluctant
to engage it is probably because of an instinct that senses this 'black ice' and so you avoid coming any closer. If this is
not the case however, the 'black ice' can create quite a cold and uncaring feeling between you that can eat away like
a cancer at the rest of the relationship. The reasons for this are most likely ingrained fears and inhibitions on the
'saturnine' person's part, and previously unmet or indulged childhood needs on the 'lunar' person's. In other words,
negative parental conditioning is dragged to the surface and reiterated under this aspect. The 'lunar' person can play
out the fearful side of their mother, while the 'saturnine' one expresses their father's doubts. This mixture, unless you
are prepared to go to great effort and depth, is unfortunately separative. Nonetheless, it does teach you this
important lesson because that was what was there to be learned. It also goes some way to teaching you both the
value of caution.

A's Neptune Opposition (confronting) B's Moon

07°39'

lws

Mistaken Identities
There is very likely to be a mutual fascination with each other, but just like with the Sirens in the myth of Odysseus,
one or both of you could wind up high and dry, where shortly before it seemed you were in the swim of heady
emotions. This interaction really sees love's illusions coming, whereas the two people concerned usually do not. This
all has something to do with one of you, the 'needy' person longing for some kind of womb-like comfort and security
that they did or did not get inside their mother, while the other, 'dreamy' person is wistfully looking for their dream
lover. So this interaction has its psychological roots firmly placed in the unconscious - but not really anywhere else.
This is why neither of you will see what is actually happening until the child in the 'needy' person freaks out and/or
the dream of the 'dreamy' person fades. Incidentally - and strangely - the two can be quite interchangeable because
there is a certain sense of oneness felt here. But all this may take a while because the 'needy' person instinctively
obliges in reflecting and giving emotional substance to the fantasies of the 'dreamy' person, who in turn pretends to
the point of being downright deceptive. However, because this interaction is so unconsciously driven, mutual
involvement with the mystical, musical or meditative can take you both to some genuinely blissful and enlightening
places. But there is sadness here which is only too much the tragic legacy of the human soul. As much as you reach
for the soul-mate in each other, the image of it fades because it is more likely than not based on wishful thinking.
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Relationship Profile for Bill & Hillary
05°27'

Susceptibility Versus Manipulation
One of you, the 'susceptible' person is likely to feel held in a kind of psychological arm-lock by the other person, the
'manipulator. They will probably not let on, or even realize, that this is the case, and this makes it all the more
incapacitating. The probable reason behind this is that the manipulator's' attitude to the 'susceptible' person can be
one of disdain, because they see them as being weak or pathetic in some way. It is also likely that the 'manipulator' is
projecting their own emotional vulnerability here, something which they deny. And so, the 'susceptible' person will
instinctively retaliate in an indirect or passive way. But in both cases, it would not be too obvious what was going on
or why. Possessiveness and jealousy are also likely to raise their gnarled little heads, sooner or later. Again, suspicious
looks and subtle sneers or jibes would, initially at least, be the only signs. This interaction makes for more or less
constant erosion of whatever your emotional links are, but with a view to renewing them in the process. This
obviously necessitates some pretty good mental and emotional rapport supplied from elsewhere. If this is so, then
neither of you will allow the grass to grow under the feet of your relationship, and it will consequently last and last,
yet probably with occasional 'black-outs' of communication. The mean alternative is, unfortunately, stagnation - or
worse still, destructiveness.

A's Pluto Square (challenging) B's Venus

04°59'

;rf

Possessive Love
There is a compulsive or oppressive quality to your relationship that is based upon a heavy need to be loved on the
part of one of you, and a need to deepen their sense of what love is on the part of the other. And so possessiveness,
jealousy or resentment are the unfortunate hues, which colour this interaction. Money too can come into the picture
as an issue that makes matters worse, is used as leverage, or actually creates the problems. One of you can feel
coerced into being loving and affectionate by the other's desperate pleas, bribes and/or threats. Initially there may
well be strong passionate feelings for one another, or at least, one or both of you could be so swept off their feet so
as to mistake lust for love. Although this interaction can bring a certain satisfaction, or at least a greater emotional
understanding, the price can be very high in terms of soul-searching and deep hurt - or money.

A's MidHeaven Square (challenging) B's Neptune Birth Time Sensitive

+rl

05°23'

Worldly And Unworldly Collide
Any emotional or psychological weakness in one of you can play havoc with the professional and/or domestic
interests of the other. Deceit or addiction problems may interfere with the maintenance of the home or career
advancement or position. One of you may find yourself in the role of having to be a tower of strength to the other.
Scrupulous honesty is the best antidote to difficulties here - at least, for the one of you. The chances are that the
other, weaker, person will have a problem with honesty. However, as with all things Neptunian there is no clear-cut
line, for the deceitful person may just as well be the one who is apparently in a stronger position, particularly in a
financial sense. The Neptune person could just as well be a spiritual influence that is challenging the hedonistic or
materialistic ways of the MidHeaven person.

3. Relationship Strengths
To varying degrees, these are the harmonious interactions that create pleasure, reward and fruitfulness - as well as
providing you with the love, compatibility and understanding to manage and transform the Relationship Challenges.
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A's Sun Sextile (assisting) B's Uranus Close One 00°05'

ayk

Friends Until The End
You have a very positive interaction because it has something that all too many relationships lack: a true sense of
friendship. This means that you allow each other room to be yourselves, are open with one another, and that there is
little or no possessiveness about each other. One of you has a liberating and awakening effect upon the other, giving
them new ideas and directions. Alternative or metaphysical subjects are very likely to be the means through which
this effect happens, and you may well have met in a situation that was related to such matters. Groups involved in
esoteric or unusual pursuits can be a significant part of your time together. In return, the 'liberated' individual
validates or furthers the other's more original expressions and qualities, rather like a monarch would patronise an
artist. All of this positive interaction makes for a mutual attraction, mentally and/or physically, yet it does not
necessarily confer the emotional stability that ensures a lasting tie. Paradoxically though, because you are always
surprising one another with hitherto unknown facets of your characters, this relationship has a self-refreshing quality
about it. Whatever the case though, that outstanding friendship should remain.

A's MidHeaven Trine (harmonizing with) B's Sun Birth Time Sensitive

03°10'

+ea

Mutual Furtherance
Each of you encourage and provide for one another with respect to career and domestic matters. As a result, the one
who does the giving is made to feel philanthropic, a reward in itself. If one of you has a position or contact of any
power or influence they will directly or indirectly be an agent of good fortune for the other.

A's Saturn Trine (harmonizing with) B's Moon Close One 02°56'

jes

Stable Stuff
At a very basic level you can rely upon one another: one of you for being there emotionally, domestically and if
necessary, maternally; the other for being materially and professionally committed. Either of you could actually fill
both bills. This could be called a 'meat and potatoes' aspect for it provides those essentials of responsibility, duty and
durability for home, family or business. Good, solid, lasting stuff. However, unless your coming together was
'arranged' there would have to be more interesting or romantic interactions for you to have come together at all.
Then again, this down-home sort of feeling between the two of you may remain just a notion if there are serious
conflicts or illusions about and between the two of you. But whenever the boat rocks on choppy seas, this aspect
serves as excellent ballast - but it isn't the kind to get you launched in the first place. Perhaps this interaction favours
a traditional type of partnership with, for instance, the man being the breadwinner, and with the woman being the
mother and homemaker.

A's Mercury Trine (harmonizing with) B's Jupiter

deh

06°59'

A Meeting Of Minds
You have an excellent mental rapport here because one individual can help the other to contact and express their
visions and beliefs in a more effective way, while they in turn enable that individual to see how their ideas and
attitudes fit into some broader, cultural perspective. These roles are also interchangeable. Put more simply, you both
support and further the minds of one another. As a result you can work together on projects where both the general
and the particular need to be equally considered. You can also fruitfully discuss ethical matters and reach an
understanding that oils the wheels of day-to-day, mundane matters. Literally or metaphorically speaking, this is rather
like a positive relationship between writer and publisher.

4. Socio-Cultural Interactions

These Inter-Aspects consist only of the slower-moving Planets. These are Jupiter and Saturn, sometimes called the
Social Planets, and Uranus, Neptune and Pluto, the so-called Transpersonal Planets as they go beyond the individual
and have more to do with generations and the shaping of cultures and civilization itself. So they show how two
people interact at these levels. In some cases these interactions are hardly noticeable for they are absorbed into
one’s social and cultural milieu and not experienced as anything that ‘personal’. However, by being made aware of
them one is able to see advantages and setbacks that were previously ‘invisible’ and can thereby increase or reduce
them. In other cases, especially when one of the Planets involved figures strongly in other interactions, or is a Close
One or a Double Whammy (see Introduction above), such Inter-Aspects can be felt to be very significant.
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01°52'

Sound Support
If you have other interactions that indicate emotional and personal harmony and stimulation, then you find that you
also have an aspect to your relationship that is both enterprising and practical, confident and reliable. With one of
you supplying the vision, and the other establishing the structure, you can build a relationship that in some way
positively contributes to your society as a whole. On a personal level, the expansiveness and optimism of the one of
you keeps the other from getting too earthbound and downcast, while they in return make sure that their other half's
ideas are grounded in common sense. This can be a relationship that goes from strength to strength, if, as I say, there
is more than just this mix of one person's sense of growth and the other's sense of order. Otherwise, you'll be
culturally, socially and religiously in tune - and on a business level too maybe, but without the interpersonal feelings
of love and care it would be a bit like dough without the yeast or heat to make it into bread.

A's Saturn Trine (harmonizing with) B's Jupiter Close One 01°31'

jeh

Sound Support
If you have other interactions that indicate emotional and personal harmony and stimulation, then you find that you
also have an aspect to your relationship that is both enterprising and practical, confident and reliable. With one of
you supplying the vision, and the other establishing the structure, you can build a relationship that in some way
positively contributes to your society as a whole. On a personal level, the expansiveness and optimism of the one of
you keeps the other from getting too earthbound and downcast, while they in return make sure that their other half's
ideas are grounded in common sense. This can be a relationship that goes from strength to strength, if, as I say, there
is more than just this mix of one person's sense of growth and the other's sense of order. Otherwise, you'll be
culturally, socially and religiously in tune - and on a business level too maybe, but without the interpersonal feelings
of love and care it would be a bit like dough without the yeast or heat to make it into bread.

A's Jupiter Trine (harmonizing with) B's Uranus Close One 02°41'

hek

Lucky Together
A healthy sense of freedom and equality is the keynote here, and it is linked to the fact that your individual
philosophies of life, without necessarily being the same, are able to find common ground. Yours is a modern and
future-orientated partnership, and you could both be actually involved with new realms of thought and religion.
Without any conscious effort, this interaction seems to foster the development of the innovative and unusual. This is
not what you would call a dynamic interaction, but it does provide an atmosphere of altruistic and platonic cooperation. This is a harmonious connecting of your higher minds - so to get the best out of this, quite a lot depends
upon how consciously or deliberately you invest time and energy as a couple into mind-expanding pursuits.
Potentially, you are able to further each other's higher or better interests, and this in turn would attract 'luck' into your
life as a couple in the form of good timing and unexpected opportunities or windfalls, and possibly disappearing into
the wild blue yonder every so often.

A's Uranus Sextile (assisting) B's Saturn Close One 00°11'

kyj

Efficient Teamwork
One of you is able to affirm what is unique about the other, or at least, make them constructively aware of how they
should and could fit better into the status quo. In return, the other can show their opposite number new ways of
looking at life that clarify difficult issues and impartially point out where they are possibly being their own worst
enemy. And so there is a mutual problem-solving element to this interaction which is useful, to one degree or
another. This is essentially a contact of sound and sincere friendship, or of working together on some specific
project. If yours is an emotionally intimate relationship, you draw upon this resourcefulness and sense of
'unconditional comradeship' to get you through rocky patches. Taken further still, you could as a pair, or part of a
team, be instrumental in helping others through difficulties.
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The Call Of The New?
This interaction is generational and so its significance for you as individuals depends upon what other interactions
you have that dispose your relationship towards the unconventional, exciting, unpredictable, open, liberating,
forward-looking, detached, alternative, etc. If this is the case, then this interaction is saying that such qualities are
central to your being together. On a purely generational level, you were both born and grew up in a time that saw
the same technological advances and changes in social or political values.

A's Neptune Conjunct (uniting with) B's Neptune

lql

04°31'

Cultural Compatibility
This is a generational contact, meaning that you are more or less the same age and therefore have been subjected to
similar cultural, spiritual and musical influences in your lives. Such acts as a general underlay of compatibility in these
respects.

A's Pluto Conjunct (uniting with) B's Pluto Close One 02°59'

;q;

Possible Intensity
This is a generational contact, meaning that you are more or less the same age and therefore have been subjected to
similar psychological, political and global changes in your lives. If there are a number of passionate or obsessive
contacts between the two of you, this would make it all the more so because your social environment would
encourage the same.

THIS COMPLETES THIS RELATIONSHIP PROFILE. TO ROUND OFF, ON PAGE 513 OF
THE BOOK THERE IS A POWERFUL EXERCISE, CALLED ‘THE MIRROR’, WHICH YOU
CAN USE TO HELP YOU WITH COMMON RELATIONSHIP DIFFICULTIES AND
MISUNDERSTANDINGS THAT CAN, IF LEFT UNCHECKED, PROLONG EMOTIONAL
TENSIONS, AND THAT POTENTIALLY LEAD TO ESTRANGEMENT OR SEPARATION, OR
ANY PAIN-PRODUCING SITUATION.
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THE MIRROR
Honesty Is The Policy
"If you hate a person, you hate something in him that is part of yourself. What isn't part of ourselves
doesn't disturb us" - Hermann Hesse from Demian (1919) ch.6
To round off, here is a powerful exercise that you can use to help you with common relationship
difficulties and misunderstandings that can, if left unchecked, prolong emotional tensions, which
potentially lead to estrangement or separation, or any pain-producing situation.
The surest way to resolve any relationship difficulty is to identify what it is in Other that appears to be
giving you the trouble, and then recognize that it is reflecting something back at you, about you. This
is astrologically seen as the Sun's light (your ego expression) reflected upon the Moon (someone else's
response to it), or metaphorically as the projection of an image upon a screen. The point is that you
cannot change the image on the screen (other person)other than by changing what is coming out of
the projector (you). Upon admitting and taking back this 'projection' you find that you feel less or no
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longer perturbed by Other - you may even feel greatly relieved and empowered because you have
taken back a part of yourself. More precisely, this is what this Reflection and your Projection are:
REFLECTION: What Other appears to me as which concerns, confuses, fascinates, obsesses or
irritates.
PROJECTION: What I, upon reflection, see that I am 'sending' to Other and so getting back as the
Reflection, or, realize is true, fair, or a simple solution.
You have to work at it, and you have to be honest. While doing this for yourself, look at an actual
Mirror or the facsimile above and jot down your Reflections and Projections as you do so. There is
The Mirror Chart at the end of this section which you can use for this purpose. Here follows an
example list of Reflections and Projections to help you with your own.

Example Use Of The Mirror
REFLECTION: Being unreasonable.
PROJECTION: Basing things too much on reason. The times I have been unreasonable.
REFLECTION: Not listening to me.
PROJECTION: Me not listening to my own feelings or better judgment, or to Other. An historical
problem with my older brother and sister not listening to little me.
REFLECTION: Being lazy.
PROJECTION: The times when I was lazy owing to a lack of confidence, indecisiveness or a lack of
motivation.
REFLECTION: Being obsessed with looks.
PROJECTION: I too am obsessed with looks – and, how do I look?
REFLECTION: Emotionally reacting.
PROJECTION: I do so too at times, or the fact that at other times I uncomfortably suppress my
feelings.
REFLECTION: Thinking life should fit some theory.
PROJECTION: I do, or have done, exactly that myself.
REFLECTION: Not liking certain pieces of music which I love.
PROJECTION: Music has emotional associations and so I feel my feelings are not being appreciated another childhood issue.
REFLECTION: Being a pain/embarrassment in company.
PROJECTION: My internal distress which I think is under control when really I have merely
suppressed/internalized it.
REFLECTION: Being inadequate, a victim.
PROJECTION: The times I too have suffered from this, and how I still do in that I still feel victimized
by certain people. That I'm able to protect Other when they feel weak.
REFLECTION: Not respecting my time and space and feelings.
PROJECTION: That I do not feel entitled to my own time, space and feelings - so I have a right to
gently but firmly defend and assert them.
REFLECTION: Being childish.
PROJECTION: Let he/she who is without childishness not throw a tantrum! That I need to be more
mature myself.
REFLECTION: Being disinclined sexually to give me what I want when I want it.
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PROJECTION: Sex is not enjoyable when I don't want it so why should it be for Other. What is it
about me sexually that I should look at, change, or discuss with Other.
REFLECTION: Not closing doors, turning lights off, or replacing lids and caps.
PROJECTION: Where Other fails to get the message, in the long run it's easier to do it myself, and
teach by example.
REFLECTION: Violent emotions, behaviour and reactions.
PROJECTION: The violent thoughts and feelings that I keep under – a danger to my health - or try to
express or sublimate through other means such as sport or sex.
NOTE that you can also project back and forward in time. For example, something Other is doing
now is something you used to do, or, you could be expecting Other to be, say, aggressive or
whatever, and they turn out not to be so. Also, and this is very important, Other's Reflection may be
a COMPENSATION for what you are (sending). For example, you could see Other as being only
ever concerned with themselves, reflecting that you are too much concerned with Other(s) and not
nearly enough with yourself. There can be many versions and reasons for Compensation.
DISCOUNTING PROJECTION. If you genuinely and honestly discover that there is no projection
occurring on your part, that Other's behaviour is entirely their issue and flaw, then you can tell them
so or leave them to their own devices in the knowledge that you actually are right in a really
objective sense.

THE MIRROR CHART
Instructions for Use

1. Close your eyes and take time to concentrate upon the Image, that is, what is concerning,
confusing, fascinating, obsessing or irritating you about Other, until you have it clearly in focus. Be
calm. Be still.
2. Open your eyes and gaze into the Mirror (real or facsimile above) until you realize that the Image
is actually a Reflection of a facet of your own personality that you have Projected on to Other. Jot
down these Reflections and Projections on the chart below. Again, take your time.
3. Having successfully accomplished this, appreciate how you now no longer feel (so) concerned,
confused, obsessed or irritated - because you have now reclaimed possession of a part of your Self,
or found a simple answer.
REFLECTION:
PROJECTION:
REFLECTION:
PROJECTION:
REFLECTION:
PROJECTION:
REFLECTION:
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REFLECTION:
PROJECTION:
REFLECTION:
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PROJECTION:
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